Wayne Lindstrom QI Projects

- Created comprehensive Excel spreadsheet of important phone numbers used by residents and faculty

- UTHSC-San Antonio started live webcasting and recording ALL noon lectures
  - Residents can remotely view and listen to lectures in real-time
  - No commuting necessary
  - Recorded lectures archived on UTHSC-San Antonio website (Michael Wang uploads and manages website)
    - Video lecture database accessible 24/7 via internet

- Established a statewide webcasted noon lecture series
  - Decreased burden on faculty at their home institution
  - Each faculty have areas of expertise that they are uniquely qualified to talk about
  - Besides didactics, topics included business and economics, where TRS/ACR Radiologists have a far-reaching knowledge

- Planned: Will observe and accompany 2 patients at MARC & UH to identify problems when they attempt to schedule and commute to facilities for their radiological examination